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CONTENT AND TASK DECISIONS 
 
Grade Level(s):  Kindergarten 
 
Description of the Task:  Students will use pattern block shapes to compose designs and larger shapes. 
 
Indiana Mathematics Content Standards:  
 
K.G.4: Compose simple geometric shapes to form larger shapes (e.g., create a rectangle composed of 
two triangles). 
 
Indiana Mathematics Process Standards:  
 
PS.1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them:  Students will understand how to compose 
designs and shapes using pattern blocks with assistance from a partner. Working as a team will allow 
students to try different options for problem solving. 
 
PS.7: Look for and make use of structure:  Students will recognize smaller shapes can be used to 
compose larger shapes. 
 
 
Mathematics Content Goals:  
 
Students will understand that pattern block shapes can be used to create designs and larger shapes. 
 
Language Objectives:  
 
Construct/compose designs and larger shape using pattern block shapes and share the creations with 
your partner. 
 
Materials: 
 
Wooden or foam pattern blocks- enough for each child to have several 
Magnetic pattern blocks 
Giant (floor size) pattern blocks 
Pattern block task cards: (one set per pair of students) 
  Teachers Pay Teachers:  http://www.teaecherspayteachers.com/store/kleverkiddos  (design cards) 
  Teachers Pay Teachers:  www.growlittlekindergarden.blogspot.com  (shape building cards) 
 
 
 
 
    

 



 
THE LESSON 
DAY 1 
 
Before:  
 

• Activate prior knowledge:  This will be a new material for most Kindergarten children.  As 
with all newly introduced manipulatives, the children will need time to explore what they can do 
with the materials.  The teacher should provide bags/containers of an assortment of pattern 
blocks to each child.  The children should then be given 10 minutes to explore what they can do 
with the pattern blocks. 

• Be sure the problem is understood:  Explain to the children that they have time to put their 
blocks together to make designs or objects. The following questions can be asked while walking 
around observing students:  

   What did you make? 
  What block shapes did you use? 
  How many blocks did you use? 
• Establish clear expectations: Today we are going to be making designs and objects with our 

shapes.  We will be working with a partner but each person will need to make a design or object 
with his/her own shapes.  Each pair of students will receive a set of laminated design task cards 
to use as they are creating their designs and objects. Remind students that all blocks must lay 
flat on the floor and that they cannot be stacked on top of each other.  Also remind students that 
the blocks are being used to create designs or objects and are not to be thrown or tossed in the 
air.  Failure to follow the rules will mean that the blocks will be taken away from the student. 
When it is time to clean up you will put all your blocks back into the bags/containers and all of 
the task cards back in the ziplock bags. 

 
During: Students will find an area to work together within the classroom.  They will each need their 
bag/container of pattern blocks and a set of the design task cards.  Students will choose a card from their 
design cards, get the required number of blocks for the design and begin creating their design/object.  
They will then share their creation with their partner and can continue to get a new card and make new 
creations, sharing each time a new one is made. 

• Let go:  Circulate around the room and observe that students are following the desired 
expectations and participating appropriately in the task. 

• Listen actively: While circulating around the room, pay attention to the  conversations students 
are having and the vocabulary being used.  Also, make sure that partners are taking turns and 
sharing with each other so that all students are participating in the sharing piece of the task. 

• Provide appropriate support: The following is a list of questions that can be used to provide 
student support and encourage problem solving skills: 

What did you make? 
What shapes did you use? 
How did you decide where to put the shapes to make your creation? 
How did you decide to put them together? 
What else could you make with the same shapes? 
Can you share your creation with the class? 
What other blocks could you use to make your creation better?  

• Provide worthwhile extensions:  Students can use 2 task cards worth of blocks to make bigger 
designs/objects.  Students could draw their design on paper or use paper pattern blocks to glue 
the creation on paper.  The papers could then be laminated and made into a book to be placed at 



the pattern block station. 
 
After: In this portion of the lesson, students should work as a community of learners, discussing, 
justifying, and challenging various solutions to the problem all have just worked on. Here is where much 
of the learning will occur. It is critical to plan sufficient time for a discussion and make sure the During 
portion does not go on for too long.  

• Promote a mathematical community of learners:  The teacher should ask a specific number of 
students to re-create their design/object for the whole class to see using the floor size pattern 
blocks or the magnetic pattern blocks.  Doing this at the end of the activity will provide children 
who struggled opportunities to see ideas to use the next time but not copy for the same day. 
Allow time for students to ask questions about how creations were made. 

• Listen actively without evaluation:  Allow children who are modeling creations to explain to 
the rest of the class how to  make the design/object.  Do not provide specific feedback, simply 
acknowledge that there are several designs/objects that can be made.   

• Make connections:  The following questions can be asked: 
What did you notice about how the blocks fit together? 
Do you notice any of these shapes in our classroom? 
Have you noticed any of these shapes outside of our classroom? 
Can you look for these shapes at your house and tell us tomorrow what you find? 

• Summarize main ideas:  Discuss what was learned about shapes and how they can be put 
together to make new creations.  Review the names of the shapes and the colors of the shapes.  If 
time discussions can be held about the number of sides the shapes have, whether they are straight 
or curved, and why they fit together so well. 

 
 
ASSESSMENT 

 
Observe: Observe students as they are working to determine if they are able to make designs/objects 
with their blocks.  If they are a student with an IEP they may need to have a workmat made using the 
specific number of shapes from a task card so they can fill in the shapes to make an object or design. 
This lesson was designed for students to become familiar with the pattern blocks and the possibilities 
using them.  Assessment will be based on using materials appropriately, working with a partner and 
following directions. 
 
Ask:  
What was your favorite part of this activity? 
What did you learn about working with a partner? 
Did you and your partner help each other with your creations? 
Why do we need to take care of our materials? 
What did you discover you could make with your blocks? 
What else could you make? 
 
 
 
THE LESSON 
DAY 2 
 
The lesson format for Day 2 will be the same, but the shape building task cards will be used 
instead of the design building cards. 



 
Additional Questions for this activity:   
Can you make a bigger shape out of shapes you choose? 
How many shapes do you need? 
What did you discover about making larger shapes from small shapes? 
Could you make one of your shapes bigger than it was on the task card?  How many more shapes would 
you need to do this?  What shapes would you need? 
 


